Abstract-Applications of digital imaging with extreme zoom are traditionally found in astronomy and wild life monitoring. More recently, the need for such capabilities has extended to long range surveillance and wide area monitoring such as forest fires, harbors, and waterways. In this paper, we present a number of sensor arrangements for such applications, focusing on optical setups, auto-focusing mechanisms, and image deblurring techniques. Considering both the speed of convergence and robustness to image degradations induced by high system magnifications and long observation distances, we introduce an auto-focusing algorithm based on sequential search with a variable step size. We derive the transition criteria following maximum likelihood (ML) estimation for the selection of suitable step sizes. The efficiency of the proposed algorithm is illustrated in real-time auto-focusing and tracking of faces from distances of 50m~300m.
I. INTRODUCTION
PTZ cameras are commonly used in indoor and outdoor surveillance systems [1, 2] . Most of these cameras provide a maximum optical magnification in the range of 20×~30×. However, for long range surveillance and target identification, this magnification is insufficient. To extend the optical zoom capability beyond 50×, we exploited digital imaging systems with scopes (telescopes and spotting scopes) in near-ground surveillance [3] . As the first step in building a high magnification imaging system using off-the-shelf equipment, we studied several setups based on various scopes, eyepieces, and digital cameras/camcorders. We were able to realize magnifications in the dynamic range of 20× to 10000×. The chosen combination of a Celestron telescope (GPS 11) and a Sony camcorder (TRV730) achieves a system magnification of up to 10000×, which is sufficient for observing human faces from a distance of 1km.
For this system to be useful in real-time tracking scenarios, it is critical to keep the moving target in focus. In a composite imaging system, the focus of the scope plays a dominant role. Although digital cameras are equipped with auto-focusing function, scopes are available only with manual focus control. To facilitate the remote and automatic control of this high magnification imaging system, the auto-focusing capability needs to be integrated [4] .
However, auto-focusing for composite imaging systems with high magnifications is an emerging research topic and not well addressed in literature. Moreover, the application of existing auto-focusing algorithms to high magnification imaging systems is non-trivial. Fig. 1 depicts typical responses of the conventional Laplacian sharpness measure [5] for low (2.28×) and high (245× and 1500×) magnification sequences collected at uniformly sampled focus positions. Sharpness measures are the metric of choice when it comes to quantifying the degree of focus of an image. Compared with low magnification imaging systems, high magnification systems experience two major difficulties. (1) For a large visible distance, high magnification imaging systems involve a significantly wider dynamic focus range varying from 20m up to 1000m (infinity). ( 2) The collected images suffer substantially from degradations such as increased image noise level and severe image blur from high magnification and air turbulence, producing time varying and noisy sharpness measures. These two constraints impose additional requirements, especially the speed of convergence and robustness to image degradations, on the design of suitable auto-focusing algorithms.
In consideration of these difficulties, a sequential search with variable step sizes is selected as the backbone search strategy. The sequential search completes peak detection in one sweep, nearly eliminates changes in motion direction, and saves on motor steps. A variable step size optimizes the distribution of motor steps in the sampled focus range and minimizes the number of iterations. The decisive factor in a successful search is the selection of the step size. In this effort, the transition criteria regulating the change of the step size are obtained from: (1) ML estimation under the assumption of Gaussian distribution and (2) from statistical studies of the collected image sequences with various magnifications and scene structures. In so doing, the speed of convergence and robustness to image degradations can be improved.
High magnification and long distance imaging systems generally suffer from various types of degradations. These include magnified vibrations, noise, blur, and low intensity. A study of the image quality with respect to sharpness, contrast, and color fidelity, led to the conclusion that the dominant degradation in high magnification images results from image blur. Experiments on real data showed that simple sharpening techniques, such as unsharp masking, are insufficient to tackle severely blurred images. Image restoration by deconvolution with an adaptively estimated PSF was implemented and shown to yield promising results [3] .
Although various PSF models are discussed in literature [6, 7] , their parameter selection remains application dependent, which directly affects the efficiency of the restoration. Furthermore, in practice, the PSF parameters are time-varying such as the PSF model of air turbulence which depends on the "on-the-spot" weather conditions. Generally speaking, we can obtain a reasonable range of the PSF parameters from prior knowledge or experiments. The remaining problem is the real-time selection of parameters within a given or acceptable range. In this work, we devise a performance evaluation metric that guides the search for the optimal parameters using the sharpness of the intermediate restored images.
Sharpness measures are widely used in auto-focusing systems, where they serve as evaluation functions to direct the search for the best camera focus [5, 8] . Most of the measures perform global operations where the variations caused by noise, especially in smooth areas, are considered as sharpness content and usually result in artificially elevated sharpness values. For an appropriate evaluation of the sharpness of intermediate deconvoluted images in real-time applications, such measure has to be robust to noise and artifacts and has to have low computational cost. We design a class of adaptive sharpness measures that meet these two criteria. The effectiveness of the proposed metrics is tested in the PSF estimation for deblurring or restoration.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as follows. (1) A high magnification imaging system is built, which extends the zoom capability of the conventional PTZ camera based near-ground surveillance system from less than 30× to beyond 1000×. Equipped with remote pan/tilt/zoom control, automatic focus search, and image post-processing capabilities including enhancement and stabilization, the resulting system is capable of performing object tracking and monitoring in the same fashion as a conventional PTZ camera but in a significantly wider area. (2) To resolve degradations caused by magnification blur and long observation distances, transition criteria regulating the change of step sizes in auto-focusing are derived from ML estimation. The proposed selection method not only improves the system's robustness and the speed of convergence but also provides a general framework for the selection of transition criteria. Such a framework is also applicable to other scenarios including systems with low magnifications. (3) A class of adaptive sharpness measures is designed. The prominent advantage of the newly proposed measures is their robustness to image noise and artifacts. Their effectiveness is verified in the fine search for the optimal PSF and the restoration of high magnification images.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A brief review of existing auto-focusing algorithms and sharpness measures is given in section II. Section III introduces the systems' hardware design. In section IV, the auto-focusing algorithm is described and its efficiency is validated via both offline and real-time image sequences.
Adaptive sharpness measures and the resulting image deblurring algorithm are discussed along with experimental results in section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Auto-Focusing Techniques
Among existing categories of auto-focusing methods, we are interested in image-based passive auto-focusing approaches primarily because of their simple configuration in hardware. Within this category, one major area is the estimation of depth by analyzing the degree of focus in a sequence of images [9] . In our application, a considerable amount of blur comes from high magnification rather than improper focus. The simple relation between blur and depth is not entirely valid. For this reason, the use of this type of methods in high magnification systems remains questionable.
In the second main branch of image-based passive auto-focusing algorithms, the optimum focus is found by searching for the focus location which yields an image with the highest sharpness measure. Various search strategies have been developed. The Fibonacci search is the best-known algorithm [5] , which guarantees that the maximum of the criterion function is found within a known number of iterations depending only on the dynamic focus range. The hill-climbing search divides the procedure into two stages: out-of-focus region (coarse) search and focused region (fine) search. Given a heuristic choice of step magnitudes, the hill-climbing search is able to converge to the optimal focus. A number of hill-climbing algorithms have been proposed with modifications regarding the selection of step sizes, termination criteria, search window, etc [10, 11] .
Variations are introduced to these basic algorithms for better performances. For instance, in the fine search stage, the image sharpness is evaluated at three focus locations and these samples are fitted to a quadratic or a Gaussian function, the maximum of which is the estimated focused position [12] . To avoid the back-andforth motor motion required by the Fibonacci search, Kehtarnavaz et al. proposed a sequential search algorithm, referred to as the rule-based search (RS), where the step size is varied according to the distance from the best focus location [13] .
A detailed comparison of relevant search algorithms can be found in [14] . These algorithms in conjunction with different sharpness measures are examined using both low and high magnification image sequences based on three criteria: accuracy, the speed of convergence described by the number of iterations and the number of motor steps traveled before the optimal focus is obtained, and robustness to image degradations and parameter selection. In general, the hill-climbing search is sensitive to parameter selection. With the Fibonacci search, the number of iterations for a given focus range is usually fixed. However, the Fibonacci search involves the most back-and-forth motion and therefore the most motor steps. The RS algorithm involves only unidirectional movements and hence requires fewer motor steps. The use of function approximation avoids unnecessary iterations during the fine search stage, thereby reducing the total number of iterations and motor steps. Overall, the RS and the Fibonacci search with function fitting (FF) outperform the other algorithms.
B. Sharpness Measures
Sharpness measures have been traditionally divided into five categories [8] : gradient based, variance based, correlation based, histogram based, and frequency domain based methods. With the development of practical edge detectors, edge based sharpness measures have attracted increasing attention.
Meanwhile, sharpness measures using wavelet transforms also came into view. Based on the categories described in [8] , modifications are made to incorporate these newly proposed measures. Our classification includes the following five categories: gradient based, correlation based, statistics based (combining variance and histogram based methods), transform based (including frequency and wavelet domain based methods), and edge based methods.
Grey level differences among neighboring pixels provide a reasonable representation of image sharpness. Image gradients obtained by differencing or using high pass filters are abundant in literature. Different forms of gradients can be used [8] : (1) the absolute gradient defined as:
(2) the squared gradient given by:
and (3) the maximum gradient formulated as:
where n is the differencing step, ) , ( y x f denotes the image intensity, and M/N represents the total number of rows/columns. The absolute gradient with n=1 is also called the sum modulus difference (SMD) measure and the case with n=2 is commonly referred to as the Brenner measure [8] . The most well-known measure based on high pass filters is the Tenengrad measure [5] defined as: , are obtained using the Sobel filters and T is a threshold. The Laplacian filter is another popular choice [5] , where the sharpness can be written as: Choi et al. utilized a linear combination of multiple median filters, referred to as the frequency selective weighted median (FSWM) filter [11] .
Correlation evaluates the dependency among neighboring pixels, which provides another practical way to quantify image sharpness. In literature [8] , some of the sharpness measures simply compute one sample of the autocorrelation function:
More evolved measures depend on multiple samples and define quantities such as the area and the height of the central peak of the autocorrelation function [15] .
Sharp images usually involve scattered grey levels in a large dynamic range, suggesting a large variance. Two widely recognized variance based sharpness measures are the grey level amplitude and variance. The grey level amplitude, also referred to as the absolute central moment (ACM) measure [16] , is defined as:
where f is the mean grey level. The grey level variance follows the traditional definition [8] :
The ratio between the high and low order Chebyshev moments was also used to describe the perception of image sharpness [17] .
Several sharpness measures are derived from the image histogram. The most straightforward definition is the difference between the maximum and minimum grey levels. Another popular choice is the image grey level entropy [8] . Krotkov et al. also proposed a measure using the histogram of local variations, namely the local histogram variation measure [5] .
For frequency domain based sharpness measures, the image is first transformed into the frequency domain usually via a Fourier transform (FT) or a discrete cosine transform (DCT).
The sharpness measure is then computed based on these transformed coefficients or their distributions. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) sharpness measure [18] is defined as:
The sum of the amplitudes of the frequency components within a predefined window was also used as a sharpness measure by Batten [15] :
Besides point based definitions, some measures explore the statistical information contained in the frequency domain. The multivariate kurtosis, derived from the distribution of 2D FT coefficients, was employed as a sharpness metric [19] . Kristan et al. proved that the maximum entropy in the frequency domain coincides with the maximum image spatial sharpness and proposed a frequency entropy (FE) based measure [20] . Wang et al. observed that image edges result in strong local phase coherence in the wavelet domain while blurred local structures cause loss of such phase coherence [21] . Therefore, the errors in phase prediction in turn indicate the degrees of image sharpness. Edge based measures make use of the edge components, which are primarily responsible for the visual perception of image sharpness. Li [22] defined an ideal 2D step edge as:
where c, θ , and w represent the contrast, orientation and scale, respectively, and ) (o erf denotes the error function. The scale w describes the width of the edge transition, whose average value yields a reasonable indicator of image sharpness. The proposed algorithm provides a neat solution to edge characterization.
However, the difficulties in detecting and isolating step edges still remain.
A filter bank, adjusted to various edge orientations, was used by Dijk et al. to detect the average edge width [23] . As an improvement over the global kurtosis sharpness measure [19] , Caviedes et al. proposed a local kurtosis sharpness measure based on detected edges [24] . Compared with other edge based algorithms, the local kurtosis measure handles different types of edges in the same fashion and elegantly avoids the difficulty in distinguishing step and line edges. In parallel, Lin et al. exploited the coefficients of the detected edge points in the wavelet domain [25] .
III. HARDWARE DESIGN
There are three popular ways to connect cameras and scopes to achieve high magnifications. They are referred to as prime focus, eyepiece projection, and afocal coupling. A prime focus connection conjoins the camera (without lens) directly to the scope. The scope itself serves as a camera lens and the connection belongs to the category of single lens system, which can achieve medium powers. In an eyepiece projection mount, the image from the eyepiece is projected onto the camera's film plane, which results in a medium-high power imaging. The achievable power would vary with respect to the ratio between the eyepiece's focal length and its distance from the camera's film plane. An afocal coupling involves both the eyepiece and the camera lens and has the highest achievable power.
We use inexpensive consumer level cameras with built-in lens to accomplish high magnifications via an afocal coupling connection. The following is a description of the system's hardware setup. With the system magnification being the major concern, components' description will focus on their related specifications.
A. System Components
The Celectron Nexstar 11 GPS telescope adopts a 279mm Schmidt-Cassergrain design. The focal length of the lens is 2800mm. With a standard eyepiece, the angular field of view (FOV) and linear FOV at 1000 yards are 0.61° and 32 feet, respectively. The maximum and minimum achievable scope magnifications are 660× and 40×, which correspond to a maximum power of 60 and a minimum power of 3.64.
Various combinations of lenses and eyepieces are used to achieve a wide range of magnifications. Three options are available: (1) an eyepiece with 40mm focal length from the Celestron Omni series (eye relief: 31mm and apparent FOV: 43°); (2) and (3) two eyepieces with focal lengths of 26mm and 4.7 mm from the Meade 4000 series. The 26mm eyepiece has an apparent FOV of 52° and the 4.7mm eyepiece has an ultra wide angle with an apparent FOV of 84°.
Two digital cameras were employed, a Canon A80 still camera and a Sony DCR-TRV730 camcorder. The 35mm equivalent focal length of the Canon camera varies from 38mm to 114mm. For the Sony camcorder, different 35mm equivalent focal lengths are available for different shooting modes. In camera mode, 47mm~846mm zoom capability is provided, while for memory mode, the zoom capability reduces to 39mm~702mm.
B. System Magnification
The scope magnification is defined as: 
where cam f is the camera's focal length expressed in the 35mm equivalent standard. Based on the focal length specification of each component, the maximum achievable system magnification is computed and listed in Table I . System magnifications varying from less than 20× to over 10000× were achieved. C. Asssembled System Our high magnification imaging system, equipped with high speed and automatic pan/tilt and focus control abilities, is shown in Fig. 2 . To fully explore the optical capabilities of both the Celestron lens and the Sony camcorder, an afocal coupling is selected. The Celestron lens is connected to the Sony camcorder via the Celestron 40mm eyepiece or the Meade 26mm eyepiece. The achievable system magnification is approximately 70× to 1800×.
The Celestron lens's existing focus control features a manually operated control knob requiring 40 full turns to cover the complete focus range. To automate it, we coupled the control to an Animatics SmartMotor through a gear drive of our own design. The main requirement was that the system be precise enough to give repeatable control positioning with increments as fine as the smallest resolution which starts to produce noticeable degradation in the resulting images.
The empirical minimum resolution is less than 40 degrees of knob rotation. When converted to motor steps and normalized to the minimum resolution, the resulting dynamic range is -200 to 200 steps.
The supporting frame enables motorized pan and tilt operations and can be adjusted to hold different types of cameras. Two Animatics SmartMotors are employed for remote pan/tilt control. The minimum pan/tilt resolution is 0.18°. The maximum achievable pan and tilt angular speed is limited by the acceptable image quality and current system magnification.
IV. AUTO-FOCUSING
In light of the system limitations -i.e. wide dynamic focus range and noisy sharpness measures -and the performance comparisons among various search algorithms [14] , sequential search algorithms with variable step sizes appear to be the most promising techniques. The remaining questions are when and how to change the step size, which is resolved by the derivation of the transition criteria. Compared with other sequential search algorithms, the proposed transition criteria are designed based on ML estimation and have the potential to employ maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. The advantage becomes evident for high magnification imaging systems, where the resulting sharpness measures are considerably noisy. Simple thresholding is insufficient and frequently leads to false detection or detection failure (no peak is detected). The system's high noise level justifies and calls for the use of ML or MAP estimation.
A. Transition Criteria
A typical sharpness measure curve can be divided into three regions: peak, ramp, and saturation.
Step sizes are adjusted adaptively throughout the search process according to the current focus location. Small, medium, and large step sizes are used in the peak, ramp, and saturation regions, respectively. From the viewpoint of a state transition machine (STM), three distinctive states can be defined accordingly.
The state transition representation associates the search process with an estimation process, where an optimal sequence of state transitions is retrieved given a sequence of noisy observations and a pre-defined structure (states and transition hypothesis). Consequently, MAP and ML estimation can be applied. Most of the sequential search algorithms use empirical thresholds to govern the step size transitions. Based on the STM representation, these thresholds can be indeed derived from ML estimation.
To build probabilistic models for state transitions, the statistical behavior of sharpness measures is studied. The search process is divided into two stages: the pre-peak stage where no peak is detected and the post-peak stage where a possible peak is detected. In the pre-peak stage, the determinant variable is S ∆ , the difference between consecutive sharpness measures, while in the post-peak stage, the focus is shifted to the absolute value of the image sharpness S. In our implementation, S max , the recorded maximum sharpness measure, is used as a
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Pan/tilt platform Auto-focusing control reference. We examine the statistical behavior of max / S S ∆ and S/S max and obtain the thresholds assuming that both variables obey a Gaussian distribution. In practice, to avoid back-and-forth switches caused by noise, some state transitions are issued only when the corresponding transition criteria are satisfied three times. The following counters, C down and C flat , are defined for the ramp region in the post-peak stage and the saturation region, respectively. Table II summarizes the major transition criteria and Fig. 8 depicts the algorithm's block diagram. Assuming that the current state is peak and 0 < ∆S , C down increases by one. The consecutive state is ramp if C down is larger than or equal to three and remains in peak otherwise. 
B. Experimental Results
To evaluate the performance of various search algorithms, each in conjunction with different sharpness measures, we carried out the following experiments. Images are collected at uniformly distributed focus positions and their sharpness measures are computed. A search algorithm is then applied to locate the best focus position. Ideally, the estimated focused position should correspond to the maximum sharpness value. Any difference (expressed in motor steps) between them is the estimation error, the size of which is translated into the accuracy of the search algorithm. Another performance criterion, the speed of convergence, is described by the number of iterations and the number of motor steps traveled before the optimal focus is obtained.
Four low magnification image sequences (2.28×), resolution chart (RC), Hello-Kitty doll (HD), license plate (LP), and man's face (MFL), are collected by the Canon A80 camera at an interval of three focus motor steps covering a 0.2m to infinity focus range with a total of 60 images per sequence. The RC and LP sequences exemplify images with strong and clustered edges. Two high magnification image sequences (70×~1500×) are collected by the Sony TVR730 and the Celestron scope. Various system magnifications are used: 70×, 100×, 245×, 500×, and 1500×. At each sampled magnification, two sequences (400 frames per sequence) are collected, one of a scene with strong and clustered edges of a brick wall (BW) and the other with scattered and low contrast edges of a man's face (MFH). Fig. 3 shows sample images from the LP and MFH (70×) sequences, collected at the best focus position and at the end points of the focus range. Three types of sharpness measures are used: gradient based (SMD, Tenengrad (Ten), and Laplacian (Lap)), autocorrelation based (ACF), and frequency domain based (FFT and FE). Compared in terms of accuracy, the speed of convergence, and invariance to image noise and blur, the RS and FF search algorithms outperform the other algorithms for all three types of sharpness measures [14] . Therefore, they are selected as references in comparison with the proposed algorithm.
In our implementation, the increments for the peak, ramp, and saturation regions are obtained empirically as 4, 16, and 32, respectively. In the interest of space, only the experimental results for the MFH (70×) sequence are presented in Fig. 4 .
Our algorithm achieves an accuracy comparable to the RS algorithm. In addition, our algorithm requires a smaller number of iterations than the RS algorithm and the lowest number of motor steps. Overall, our algorithm provides a better balance between accuracy and the speed of convergence. Fig. 5(a) -(c) show sample frames from a real-time auto-focusing sequence collected at a system magnification of 70×. Fig. 5(d) depicts the sampled focus positions and the corresponding sharpness measures. Given a starting point within ±100 motor steps from the peak region and with a frame rate of 7.2 frames/sec, our algorithm can precisely detect the optimal focus position within 2 seconds.
Based on raw images, our auto-focusing algorithm works well for a system magnification of up to 250×. Further increases in magnification result in severely blurred images which undermine the ability of the sharpness measures to produce smooth and unimodal curves. Image pre-processing and the use of two types of sharpness measures are possible solutions. 
V. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
Two major categories of image deblurring techniques exist in literature: image sharpening and image restoration by deconvolution. Image sharpening makes use of image edges or high frequency components to bring out invisible details. Various techniques were proposed, i.e. Laplacian filtering [7] and unsharp masking [27, 28] . Image restoration based on deconvolution exploits a different concept. The blurred image is modeled as the original image convolved with a 2D filter (PSF), which degrades the image. The goal of image restoration is to undo the convolution and in turn eliminate the degradation or the blurring.
Based on the requirement of a priori knowledge of the PSF, image deconvolution algorithms are divided into two major categories.
Commonly used algorithms, assuming known PSF, are the Lucy-Richardson (L-R) algorithm, wiener filtering, and maximum entropy methods [7] . Image restoration methods that require no specific knowledge of the PSF are called blind deconvolution algorithms [29] .
A. Algorithm Description
Blind deconvolution is attractive because it avoids the explicit estimation of the PSF.
However, blind deconvolution is ill-conditioned and small perturbations may lead to totally different solutions. In comparison, deconvolution with a known PSF usually results in a more robust performance. Furthermore, in practice, we always have some prior knowledge of the PSF, such as the feasible PSF models and the range of their parameters.
To make full use of the prior knowledge of the PSF and ensure the algorithm's stability, we developed the following image restoration algorithm [3] , where the sharpness measure of the recovered image is used as a cost function guiding the search for an optimal PSF. In practice, the blurring effect can be controlled by one dominant variable in the PSF model. Moreover, the resulting sharpness measure responses are unimodal. Therefore, simple line search algorithms are sufficient. The well-known Fibonacci search is selected, since it guarantees that the optimal point can be detected in a fixed number of iterations depending only on the variable's dynamic range. In so doing, the number of iterations, which is equivalent to the number of deconvolution operations, is minimized.
The algorithm proceeds as follows, also shown in In the aforementioned process, the noise level of the restored images changes significantly when different PSF parameters are used and may also be amplified by deconvolution. The algorithm's performance depends heavily on the choice of the sharpness measure to where when a conventional sharpness measure is used the optimal point will be artificially shifted because of the contribution of image noise to the measure. The resulting image may appear noisy and over-deconvoluted (containing ringing effects). Conventional sharpness measures fail to properly evaluate the sharpness of the restored images, necessitating the development of a new evaluation metric, which is capable of differentiating the variations caused by actual edges from those caused by noise.
B. Adaptive Sharpness Measures
As a cost function in real-time applications, robustness to noise and computational complexity are two primary concerns. Gradient based sharpness measures, especially the Tenengrad measure, are known for their effectiveness and low computations. Moreover, their pixel based computations facilitate the differentiation between edge and noise pixels. Indeed, the differentiation reduces to assigning different weights to these pixels instead of tedious edge detection.
Adaptive sharpness measures assign different weights to pixel gradients according to their local activities. For pixels in smooth areas, small weights are used. For pixels adjacent to strong edges, large weights are allocated. Adaptive sharpness measures are comprised of two determinant factors: the definition of local activities and the selection of weight functions. Fig. 6 depicts the flow chart of computing the adaptive sharpness measures. Based on how local activities are described, adaptive sharpness measures can be divided into two groups: separable and non-separable. Separable measures only focus on horizontal and vertical edges while nonseparable measures include the contributions from diagonal edges. For the separable approach, we define a horizontal and a vertical image gradient
(4) For non-separable methods, the image gradient is given by:
. (5) Different forms of weights can be used, among which polynomial and rational functions are two popular choices. The polynomial, to be more specific cubic, and rational functions are also exploited in adaptive unsharp masking [27, 28] . The polynomial weights suppress small variations mostly introduced by image noise and have been proved efficient in evaluating the sharpness of high magnification images [3] . The rational weights emphasize a particular range of image gradients. Considering the non-separable image gradient ) , ( y x g for example, the polynomial weights are given by:
where ω p is a power index determining the degree of noise suppression. The rational weights can be written as:
where 0 k and 1 k are coefficients associated with the peak position 0 L and the width L ∆ of the corresponding function, respectively, and comply with the following equations: The newly designed weights are then applied to gradient based sharpness measures to construct adaptive sharpness measures. Taking the Tenengrad measure for instance, the resulting separable measure is given by: 
C. Experimental Results
Three blur models, referred to as Gaussian turbulence, power, and out-of-focus models, are studied [6, 7] . In our implementation, a non-separable polynomial function
) is applied to the Tenengrad measure. We denote it as the adaptive Tenengrad measure. We first compare the performance of the proposed algorithm when the conventional and adaptive Tenengrad measures are used. Fig. 9(a)-(c) Fig.  10 , it is obvious that the newly developed adaptive Tenengrad yields a more accurate PSF estimation and more visually acceptable images. Fig. 9(d)-(f) depict the sampled PSF parameters when the Fibonacci search is used. From our experiments, to achieve a 1% precision of the parameter's dynamic range, the optimum PSF is obtained within 10 iterations. An average of 6.8 iterations is observed. Compared with two interleaved optimization processes for the PSF and the deconvoluted image required by blind deconvolution, our proposed method has a considerably reduced computational complexity.
We also implemented unsharp masking, L-R image deconvolution, and maximum likelihood (ML) blind deconvolution [30] . Fig. 11 compares the output images after applying various enhancement techniques. For a more objective comparison, we used the Tenengrad measure to evaluate the enhanced images. From Fig. 11 , we can see that for images with smaller magnifications, most of the deblurring schemes are able to produce visible improvements. As expected, after applying enhancement algorithms, the image sharpness increases with the L-R adaptive deconvolution yielding the highest sharpness value.
The behavior of the quantified sharpness measure also agrees with our visual perception. As the system magnification increases, the spatial sharpening techniques begin to fail and no visible improvement is observed for the 245× images. The advantage of reconstruction by deconvolution becomes evident and for severely blurred images, with a proper choice of the PSF, a simple L-R adaptive deconvolution can considerably enhance the image details. Compared with blind deconvolution, the newly designed adaptive method produces a superior and stable performance and involves fewer computations.
Considering both performance and computational complexity, the adaptive image deconvolution with estimated PSF is a promising candidate for deblurring high magnification images.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a number of sensor setups were designed and constructed for the remote acquisition of high magnification images. Using a set of commercially available lenses and cameras, digital imaging systems with magnifications varying from less than 20× to more than 10000× were achieved. This dynamic magnification range enables both wide area surveillance and precise object tracking and recognition.
An image-based passive auto-focusing mechanism, including hardware design and algorithm development, was introduced and applied to long range and high magnification imaging systems. The derivation of the transition criteria was studied to resolve problems unique to such systems: severe magnification blur and large dynamic focus range. Different from conventional search algorithms, the transition criteria were derived using ML estimation and were well suited to noisy applications. Experiments based on real-time image sequences verified the effectiveness and overall superiority of our proposed system.
The major source of degradation was found to be image blur for high magnification imaging systems. A number of restoration and enhancement techniques were implemented and tested. A class of adaptive sharpness measures was derived. The proposed measures were then used as a cost function to guide the parameter selection for the PSF used in the deblurring of the data. The corresponding PSF estimation and deblurring algorithm established a novel and superior image restoration approach for long range and high magnification surveillance images. 
